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Important Copyright Information
Please note, you have no rights to this product, it is only for your personal use. You
may NOT give away or include this as a bonus to any product and membership site.
You may also not reveal any of the information contained in this product in any
manner whatsoever. Thank you.

2019 ©

This is a worldwide protected publication of
DAYO ADETILOYE BUSINESS HUB (DABH) and
www.dayoadetiloye.com
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
No part of this product may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever,
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any informational
storage or retrieval system without expressed written, dated and signed permission
from the author.
DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES
The information presented herein represents the views of the author as of the date of
publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserves the
rights to alter and update his opinions based on the new conditions.
This product is for informational purposes only and the author does not accept any
responsibilities for any liabilities resulting from the use of this information.
While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided here, the author
and his referrals cannot assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or
omissions.
Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional.

Important information: - This product is for your educational and
personal use. It cannot be sold or used to market any product as a bonus or in
any membership site.
Thanks for downloading my e-book. Please note that this is a
training programme, in case you are yet to register, kindly visit
www.dayoadetiloye.com and read any of the articles, at the
bottom of the articles, you will see where to put your name and
email address. This will enable you to get updates from me on
this programme. Thanks.
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About the Author
Dayo Adetiloye is a successful Serial Entrepreneur,
International Business Planning Consultant, Speaker,
Trainer, Coach, Author, Blogger and a Networker Marketing
professional.
He is a Trainer and Coaching Advisor with GIZ.
He is an Inspire Africa Train-the-Trainer Fellow sponsored
by US Consulate Lagos,
Tony Elumelu Foundation Entrepreneur Fellow.
He is an alumnus of Enterprise Development Centre (EDC)
of the Lagos Business School (LBS), Pan Atlantic University.
He holds Master of Business Administration (MBA) from Obafemi Awolowo
University, Ile-Ife.
Through his training, mentoring, speaking, coaching programmes, and accessing
grant opportunities in Africa via www.dayoadetiloye.com, he has empowered
many young people in the last 6 years to start and grow their own business, build
wealth, create multiple streams of income and achieve financial independence.
He has mentored over 1000 people to access YouWiN Grant, Tony Elumelu Grant,
Diamond Bet Grant, Etisalat Grant, Nigeria International Breweries Kick Start
Grant, GEM and a lot of local and foreign grants. His clients cut across Africa and
all over the world.
Dayo Authored the Award-winning book ‘‘Unleashing Your Entrepreneurial
Potential For African Students’’,
He is the convener of the popular Ondo State Youth Empowerment Summit since
2012.
He is the CEO of Dayo Adetiloye Business Hub (DABH). And Executive Director
at Dayo Adetiloye Empowerment and Development Initiative (DAEDI). He also
sits on board of several businesses including Life Moulding School, SAB Mart
stores International, SOLAREX Technology Information World (STIW),
DASOLAR Farms among others.
He was once a member of the executive council of GLT Business School.
Dayo is a thorough bred Business Development professional with a passion for
Entrepreneurship and Enterprise Development, especially Business Startup and
Turnaround.
He brings a unique insight into providing guidance for organizations no matter
what fields they play with. He generally helps people to discover, develop and
fulfill their business potentials.
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APPLY FOR THE TONY ELUMELU FOUNDATION
ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMME 2019
The TEF Entrepreneurship Programme is open to citizens and legal
residents of all African countries, who run for-profit businesses based in
Africa that are no older than three years.
Applications will be judged based on criteria including: feasibility,
scalability and potential for growth of the product/service; market
opportunity for the idea/business; financial understanding, leadership
potential and entrepreneurial skills.
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Gain access to critical tools for business success, including:
1. Training: 12 weeks of online training which guides creating and
managing a business
2. Mentoring: A world-class mentor to guide during the business
transformation stages
3. Funding: $5,000* in seed capital to prove the concept, plus access to
further funding
4. Network: Access to the largest network of African start-ups and TEF’s
global contacts

The Programme is TEF’s 10-year, $100 million commitment to identify,
train, mentor and fund 10,000 African entrepreneurs by 2024.
Don’t miss this opportunity!
We can’t wait to see what our African Entrepreneurs have in store for
Africa!
TEF Founder, serial entrepreneur and philanthropist Tony O. Elumelu,
CON said:
“Our Programme is a deliberate effort to institutionalise luck and provide the
essentials for business growth to Africa’s next generation of business leaders.
It is a demonstration of my faith in this generation’s ability to transform the
African narrative, from the single story of disease and poverty, to one of
enterprise and opportunity. Spread the word; we need Africa’s best and
brightest entrepreneurs. Their ideas will transform Africa.”
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1,000 entrepreneurs will be selected based on the viability of their idea,
including: market opportunity; financial understanding; scalability; and
leadership and entrepreneurial skills demonstrated in the application.
To be eligible:
Business must be based in Africa
Business must be for profit
Business must be 0-3 years’ old
Applicants must be at least 18 and a legal resident or citizen of an African
country

Important Basic Information you should know
about Tony Elumelu Entrepreneurship Programme.
1. The Grant is a non-refundable seed capital of $5000 or its
local currency equivalent in any African country
2. The Application Portal is open from midnight on 1st January,
to midnight on 1st march 2019.
3. It is open to 54 African Countries
4. Age – you must be above 18years old and there is no upperlimit age restriction.
5. Your business must not be more than 3 years old for existing
businesses. It can be a new business /idea
6. 1000 businesses will be selected annually from 54 African
countries; but for 2019, there are 1260 slots this year
7. 1000 businesses will be created yearly for the next 10 years to
make-up their goal to create 10,000 businesses.
8. At the close of Boot Camp, you will access the grant.
9. Your idea and write-up must be feasible, scalable, have
market potential, demonstrate good financial model and
show your leadership potential and entrepreneurial skills.
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10.Best business ideas will be selected across Africa, without
preference to host country.
11. Successful applicants will be notified on the 22nd of March.
12. Closing date of the application is March 1st 2019

You Can Be the Next Winner.

Apply at
https://tefconnect.com/

All applications will be judged on 5 core criteria, which are:

1. Feasibility of the business idea.
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2. Market Opportunity: knowledge and understanding of
the market, customers and competitors for their
idea/business.

3. Financial Understanding: understanding of the basic
financial requirements of running a business, costs and
revenues.

4. Scalability: Demonstrates potential for replication and
growth of their product or service to create jobs and wealth.

5. Leadership Potential and Entrepreneurial
Skills: Demonstrate leadership potential, capable of
attracting people, customers and resources.
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4th Edition, Photo Session at the TEF Forum 2018 with
some of my Online Millionaire Friends that I have
coached and other Mentors .
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If you have not been selected before, my prayer for you is that you
will get it right and you will be selected in Jesus Name
11
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Why was my application
unsuccessful in the
previous editions?

5th edition: what do you think?
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Here are a few possible reasons why your application was
not successful:
•

You did not complete the application

•

Your business or idea is more than 3 years old

•

Your business or idea is not based in Africa

•

Your descriptions in one or more sections of the
application was not clearly described
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Winners SDG Distribution in 2018

2018 Ages Distribution of Winners
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The foundation has partnered with
other organisation to sponsor more
people every year.
So, in 2019, we have 1260 Slots
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Important Updates on the 2019
Program
Carefully study this FAQ very well to be able to have
full knowledge of the competition
Click on this link to study it

http://tonyelumelufoundation.org/pro
grammes/faqs
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How to register and Apply
Signup at
https://tefconnect.com

Use a new e-mail
Click on get started
Don't have any account? Sign up
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Each of the question module have Help Tips
Please follow the advice given accordingly by the
foundation
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Before you continue,
I will advise you create an account on the following
websites if you don’t already have.
www.facebook.com
www.twitter.com
www.instagram.com
www.linkedin.com
www.skype.com
Ensure you create a personal website for yourself.
I will guide you on how to do that latter.
The foundation greatly admire social media technology
and you will need them in the application process.
The social media is to know you more and validate
your story.
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The
Application
1260 to be selected in 54 African countries.

21 Things that can help you write an Excellent
Application for Tony Elumelu Foundation Grant
I was privileged to participate in the first year of the application but my idea
was not selected. But the free Workbook we produced at that time, up to
25 people that used it won the award.
The 2nd edition, I wrote another idea still based on our business consulting
industry and it was selected and more than 50 people that used the Free
workbook were also selected.
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The 3rd edition- More than 100 people that used this Free e-book were
selected and we give glory to God.
The 4th edition- A lot of people in Africa use the e-book and were selected.
People also use this e-book you are reading to mentor others. I received a
Testimony of someone in South West, Nigeria, who had mentor more than
10 winners using this Free e-book.
In 2017 December, I went for a fellowship programme, A Train-the-Trainer
programme organized by Inspire Africa in Sapele, Nigeria. There I was
trained on the secrets of winning grants & fellowship competition. I was
trained by Mene Blessing, a mentor, that won over 17 international
competitions. I celebrate with him on his recent achievement as winner of
the Nigeria Google Impact Challenge 2018.
His teaching at the Inspire Africa has really changed my orientation on how
to write a winning project or idea that can attract funding.
Here are some insights that can help you:
1. Position yourself as the grant giver. What exactly does this
organization want to achieve.
2. Study all the call for application information and understudy what
they are actually expecting.
3. When you want to start writing your application, come up with their
own terminologies and use it.
4. Study the organization website in and out.
5. Study the Alumni selection and see ideas of people that have won
before and see if there are ways you can connect with winners.
6. Look at how they communicate their ideas and do likewise.
7. Study how they tell their stories and come up with your own story.
8. Tony Elumelu is looking for ideas with social impact. Ensure you
communicate that in every stage of the application.
9. I learnt recently from my grant mentor, that most ideas will get the
funding at the emotional level, i.e. what feeling can you communicate
that will ensure your idea is selected.
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10. Writing application is about communicating your idea/project on
paper. There is a communication of champions.
11. There is a vocabulary of winners. Study successful winners and you
will see how they communicate their ideas on paper.
12. In Tony Elumelu Foundation Grant application, there is no idea that
cannot win. It depends on your communication.
13. Ensure your business will impact a lot of people in your sector. Design
your business model to affect millions of people or businesses in your
sector.
14. Get professionals or past winners to review your application before
submission. Don’t be too in haste to submit.
15. Presenting your ideas as something you have already started working
on is better than presenting it as a totally new thing.
16. Have a very thorough knowledge of your business and communicate
such in the industry.
17. Every industry has terminologies, ensure you use just a little of such
to demonstrate expertise.
18. Using too much terminologies might not be too good especially if the
person marking it is not in your industry.
19. Beware of grammatical errors.
20.Use simple English to communicate your projects or ideas.
21. You can get a professional to help you communicate your idea very
well in writing when applying for opportunities.

Click on this link to study past winners and their ideas
that won the grant
http://tonyelumelufoundation.org/alumni/sucess-stories
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These are the Application Questions and Explanations
on how to answer them and do well in the competition.
This is my own contribution to the development of
entrepreneurs in the entrepreneurial ecosystem of
Africa.
Answer the questions on Microsoft word, and
Review them with expert and professionals,
Submit as early as possible on or before 1st of March
2019

Abide strictly with the number of words required
in this application.
You can write lesser number of words but you
can’t write beyond the required no of words for
each question
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These are the breakdown of the different sections of
the application questions

Personal Information

Supply your information as accurate as you can!

Personal Information
Title
Surname
First Name
Middle Name
Date of Birth
Gender
Nationality
What is your native language? How did you hear about the
Entrepreneurship Programme / TEFConnect?
Contact Details
Street Address
Country
State/Province/Region
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City/Town
Postal Code
In what area do you reside?
Mobile Number
Email
Skype ID
Education Details
Highest Level of Education
Major/Primary Area of Study
Social Media
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
Linkedin
Personal Website
Other

Help Tips from the Foundation
Contact
Please fill in accurate and up-to-date contact details to ensure you can be
reached if selected.
Education Details
Please select your highest or most recent academic qualification.
Social Media
Please share links to your active social media accounts. For example;
Twitter: www.twitter.com/tonyelumelufdn
Facebook: www.facebook.com/thetonyelumelufoundation
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As for this section, it talks more about your business
plan. You have to apply business plan principles,
procedures, processes and terminologies.
Ensure you save as you fill each section
Business Profile - Part 1
Personal
About Me
Tell us about yourself, personal bio and what led you to become an
Entrepreneur (200 words)
- Talk about your age, family background, current achievement and
how it has been of help in your entrepreneurial journey.
- Tell a passionate story about your entrepreneurial Journey. You can
build stories around
• No job
• You want a better life for your family
• You like to create something new
• You want to be rich
• You want to be your own boss
• You have more skill for entrepreneurship than getting a job
• When you see the rich, you are motivated

Leadership Skills & Experience
Describe your leadership skills and experience for running the business
(100 words)
- Say something about your past experiences as an employee, a leader
and business manager
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Personal Achievement
Tell us something impressive that you have personally built or achieved
(100 words)
-

Your business achievement
Your achievement in your previous workplace
Your secondary school and higher institution achievements, etc.
Form an impressive story

Business Purpose
What is your motivation for this business? (100 words)
- Talk about why you are into this business.
- Always link the motivation to a problem you are not comfortable
with and you are trying to solve
- It could also be a passion you have for the sector you operate in.
- Your motivation could be money/wealth, societal developmental,
job creation, problem solving, fame- you want to receive awards,
accolades for solution you are procuring. Etc.

Business Profile - Part 2

Elevator Pitch
Describe your current business or idea (50 words)
- This is a bit technical and need to follow this procedure
They need the summary of your business plan in 50 words
Describe the idea; short and precise.
It can be goods or services.
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The idea must be feasible,
One that will generate cash flow,
It must be scalable and explosive.
The following must be summarised into your 50 words for the
Elevation pitch. You then expand it to answer the 200 words below.
Once you fail in your presentation here, your application might not
make the cut.
1. The problem
2. The solution
3. Market size
4. Business model
5. Proprietary Technology
6. Competition
7. Marketing Plan
8. Team
9. Money
Product/Service Strength
State what differentiates your product/service from others
Discuss your product and service in details as explained above.
- Talk about the innovation in your idea/business
- And your competitive advantages.
Note: This has no of words.
Based on previous edition, 200 words will be ok.

Problem Solved
What problem does your product or service solve (50 words)
What needs do you meet e.g. economic needs, social needs,
reduction in cost, convenience, security, etc.
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Development State
Which most accurately describes your product or service state?
Idea, testing, Infancy, Growth
Sustainable Development Goals
Select your company's goal
Industry Sector
Industry Represented in TEF
-

Agriculture
Aviation
Commercial/ Retail
Construction
Education and Training
Energy and Power Generation
FMCG
Fashion
Financial Services
Haulage/Logistics
Healthcare
ICT
Manufacturing
Media & Entertainment
Oil &Gas
Professional Services
Telecommunication
Tourism/Hospitality
Transportation
Waste Management

Select your company's primary industry sector
Industry Sub-Sector
Select your company's secondary industry sector
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Help Tips from the foundation

Definitions
Idea (Concept) Stage – Yet to be developed
Testing (Research & Development) Stage – Resources have been committed to developing
the idea
Infancy (Market Entry) – The business has commenced operations and started selling
Growth stage – The business is/has matured after years in operation

Although your business may align with multiple Sustainable Development Goals, please
select the one most applicable

Company Structure
- We advised that you register your company with Corporate Affairs
commission.
- Note: We can do that for you and you get it in two (2-3) weeks for
N15,000 Excluding delivery.
- You will always need this CAC registration. Just do it once and for
all.

Company Registration *
Is your company registered?
Yes

No

Business Start Year *
In what year did your business start running?
- Must not be more than 3 years
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Type of Business Entity
What type of entity is your business?
- Sole proprietorship or limited liability company

Business Partners *

Do you have any business partners?
Yes

No

Primary Role *
What is your primary role in the business?
- You can be the CEO, MD, GMD, etc.

Employees *
How many contractual, part-time, and full-time employees do you have?
- Between 3 to 10 staff is ok depending on your business.
- If yours is new idea, just project how many staff you will need as you
start the business

Contractual
Part Time
Full Time
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Market Potential
Addressable Market *
How big is the addressable market for your product or service? (50
words)
- Market potential for any business is key. It is from the market we
can get our product sold. The addressable market the size or
number of people who are willing and are capable to pay and buy
your products and services.
- You must be able to convince us that people will patronise this
business
- Tell us a brief about your customer.
Revenue Model
What ways will your business make money? (50 words)
-This aspect talks about the cost structure.
- Tell us exactly what you are selling and how much you are selling it and
how will you get this money into your pocket or bank account e.g for
poultry. Sales of eggs, chicken and manure.
Tell us the sources of revenue, price, and who will pay for your business?

Marketing Strategy *
Explain how you intend to (or already do) market your products or
services to your target market (50 words)?
- Marketing is creating awareness that generate sales. Your marketing
must generate sales to be effective.
- You can use any of this depending on your type of business.
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• Word of mouth from satisfied customer
• Agreement with bakery and confectionary companies.
• Signing agreement with organization and International companies
• Online marketing though company website with a blog, social
media marketing like Facebook page and ads, Google ads.
• Magazine publications
• Souvenir like hand band, face cap, shirt, biro, etc.

Competitors *
Who are your competitors/benchmark organisations? List your top 3.
- List the competitors. You must know them. There is nothing like
you don’t have competitors

Business Threats
What are the short and long term threats your business may face?
(100 max)
- You research on the business to find out possible threats.
- E.g Disease, fire outbreak, theft, flooding, Accident, errors, poison,
hackers, etc
- It is business specific.
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Differentiating Factors *
What differentiates you from other existing businesses in your field? (50
words)
•

This differentiation strategy will distinguish your brand.
This is your uniqueness
It could also be your competitive advantage. E.g. Cassava processing
Our Uniqueness of packaging

• Our Prompt delivery service as people can order their bulk purchase
of cassava flour on line.
• Our Customer Care services
• We always subsidize the price of our product

Current Milestone *
What is your current milestone for business? (50 words)
- Your milestone is your set targets you want to achieve e.g. CAC
registration, acquisition of land, employment of staff, sales of
- N200,000, Accreditation with NAFDAC in the first quarter of the
year.
- Tell us your immediate target e.g. developing capacity, what is the
present aim/goal of the business. Basically short term.

Next Milestone *
What is your next milestone for this business and how long will it take
you to reach it? (50 words)
The next milestone could for instance be related to operational,
revenue or management, etc. Generally, long term.
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Financials
Invested Cash *
What is the total amount of cash invested to date in this start-up (in
local currency)?
- You must have incurred a cost even if yours is a new idea. E.g. a
training you went for to learn about the business is a cost.

Monthly Expenses *
What are your current monthly cash expenses (in local currency)?
Lifetime revenue *
How much revenue has your start-up generated since inception (in local
currency)?
Break-Even Volume*
What number of units (products) will you have to produce and then sell
to generate enough money to cover for all fixed costs to the business?
(Business expenses that are constant irrespective of business activities)
0 word(s) (25 max)
Break-Even Revenue *
What amount (in local currency) must your business generate to cover
all its fixed and operational costs?
-For new ideas, you project into the future
-For existing ideas, you tell us what you have experienced over time
in running your business.
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Source(s) of capital till date?
- It could be Personal savings, family and friends, and if you have
received loan, grant or investor money, you can say it.

Note: We will help you work on this aspect when you sent your work
for review.
Help Tips from the foundation

Tips
If you are yet to commit any cash to your business and are yet to make any money, please
indicate ‘0’ in the Invested Cash and Lifetime Revenue fields. Existing businesses, please
input the total amount invested and total amount generated till date in your business.
For Monthly Expenses, businesses that are yet to commence operations (Idea Stage or
Testing Stage) are required to make estimations of how much the business expenses will be
monthly. Existing businesses are required to present the actual figures.
Definitions
Break Even Volume (BEV) is the amount of your product that you will need to sell to cover
total costs of production
BEV = Fixed Cost / (Selling Price per Unit – Variable Cost per Unit)
Break Even Revenue (BER) is the amount of money you will need to generate to cover total
costs of production
BER = Fixed Cost / (Revenue – Total Variable Cost)
Fixed Cost: an expense that will be the same total amount regardless of changes in the
amount of sales, production, or some other activity. E.g. Rent
Variable Cost: expenses that can change depending on your use of products or services,
change in sales, production, or some other activity. E.g. Raw Materials
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Business Impact *
Describe what impact your business will have within your community,
country for job creation, revenue generation or social development? (200
words)
- Explain this as it applies to your business

Impact of Programme *
How do you intend to leverage the benefits of the Programme to
improve your business? (200 words)
Explain the 7 pillars of Tony Elumelu Foundation and how it will impact
your business.
STARTUP ENTERPRISE TOOLKIT

A 12-week programme to equip startups with basic skills required to launch and run their
businesses at early growth stage. It covers several topics including starting and scaling a
business, business development, marketing strategy, effective management, product design
etc.
ONLINE MENTORING
Our model provides a credible technology-enabled platform for access to world-class mentors from
across Africa and internationally. The mentors have faced similar challenges and are able to steer
our startups on a successful path.

ONLINE RESOURCE LIBRARY
A bespoke compendium of materials, case studies, videos, tasks, templates and interesting articles.
This includes the 12-week series on the TOE Way, shared concurrently. It expounds the core
business values of the Founder, with an aim to building the right character in the entrepreneurs.

MEET-UPS
Country and state-level meet ups to ignite the entrepreneurial fire and promote close interaction
within the programme. These selections facilitate personal exchanges, formation of strong ties with
one another and with local hubs and key government agencies.
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TEF ENTREPRENEURSHIP FORUM
A dedicated world-class annual Forum that brings together key persons in the African and global
entrepreneurial eco-system with an aim to leverage our convening powers to promote African
entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship; and to connect with local and regional decision makers.

SEED CAPITAL
Each entrepreneur receives a non-returnable seed capital of $5,000. The seed capital is calculated on
the official Central Bank of Nigeria naira equivalent value at the date of selection for the programme.
The aim is to support early growth, proof-of-concept and/or enhance their business operation. This
seed capital is tied to clear milestones in a well-articulated and relevant business plan.
TEF ALUMNI NETWORK
The alumni network comprises all Tony Elumelu Entrepreneurs, following the successful completion
of the 12-week training programme. The online and offline network promotes sector-based and
geography-based communities, collaboration across Africa as well as a healthy competition.

Challenges *
What are the top 3 challenges you face in operating or launching your
business? (50 words)

Challenges can be
Financial challenges, operational challenges, regulatory challenges
e.g. accreditation, registration, licencing, etc.

Aims & Objectives *
Explain briefly what you hope to achieve from participating in the Tony
Elumelu Entrepreneurship Programme? (200 words)

I want to gain Knowledge, training, capacity building, special skills,
industry specific knowledge e.g. strategic management, leadership,
financial and control management.
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Business Skills *
What business skills do you most need to learn about?

•
•
•

Pick as it applies you.
Finance, Business Development, Marketing, Sales, Human
Resources, Software Development, General Management, etc.

Attestation
Time Availability *
If accepted into the programme, will you work full time on this
business/idea?
Yes

No

Reason *
If you cannot commit to working fulltime on this start-up if accepted,
please explain why? (50 words)
Previous Accelerator *
Have you taken part in any entrepreneurship programme/ accelerator
programme or received any angel investment/grant in the past year?
Yes

No
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Do your business partners or other business proprietors consent to your
participation in the Tony Elumelu Entrepreneurship Programme
Yes
No
What do you understand by the philosophy of 'Africapitalism' ?
(200 max)
Research more on this through Google and the foundation website and
summaries in your own understanding.
What Is Africapitalism?
“The future we all want for ourselves is one of our own making.” – Tony O.
Elumelu, CON
Africapitalism is the economic philosophy developed by our Founder and
Chairman, Mr. Tony O. Elumelu, CON, and is predicated on the belief
that Africa’s private sector can and must play a leading role in the
continent’s development.
The principles of Africapitalism are:
•

Entrepreneurship. Unlock the power of individuals to create and
grow their business ideas into successful companies

•

Long-term Investments. Deploy patient capital that creates
greater and broader economic value as opposed to merely the
extraction of resources

•

Strategic Sectors. Invest in sectors delivering a financial return as
well as broader economic and social value – agriculture, power,
healthcare, and finance

•

Development Dividend. Conduct investments and business
activity in a manner that delivers financial returns to shareholders
as well as economic and social benefit to stakeholders
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•

Value-Added Growth. Leverage locally available human and
financial capital, raw material and other inputs that create longer,
more integrated, and higher value regional supply chains

•

Regional Connectivity. Facilitate intra-regional commerce and
trade through the development of national and cross-border
physical infrastructure, and the harmonization of policies and
practices

•

Multi-Generational Development. Focus on investments and
economic growth strategies that build value for future generations

•

Shared Purpose. Foster collaboration between businesses,
investors, governments, academia, civil society, philanthropists, and
development institutions to create conditions that will empower the
African private sector to thrive

Africapitalism is a call-to-action for businesses to make decisions that will
increase economic and social wealth, and promote development in the
communities and nations in which they operate. Such a decision will
ultimately help businesses become more profitable as the communities
they serve become well-off consumers, healthy and better educated
employees, and even entrepreneurs who go on to become suppliers and
service providers.
Africapitalism means we cannot leave the business of development up to
our governments, donor countries and philanthropic organizations alone.
The private sector must be involved in the business of development.

Please share a link to a video of you showcasing your business and
why you should be selected
What to look for as you do your video
1. For exiting business- show your product and services
and do an elevator pitch and tell us why you should be
selected.
2. For new business, just give us an elevator pitch.
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Upload your video on YouTube and put the link here.
You can use a good phone for the video or you call a
professional videographer to video you and also do
editing to the video.
If you wish to access our coaching, we can guide you on
how to do your video scripting.

Referees *
- Supply a mentor and provide the persons details here
Please provide details of two character and/or professional referees.

Referee 1
Full name
Occupation
Address
E-mail
Mobile

Referee 2
Full name
Occupation
Address
E-mail
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Mobile

Next of Kin
Full Name
E-mail
Mobile

Confirm Submission
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How we can work together
in this application
This 5th edition will be very competitive
because more people will apply from all the 54
Countries in Africa.
People have seen evidences that it is real.
I will tell you this, you need all the intelligent
guide you can get along the way.
For people that have applied before and were
not selected, you understand what I mean.
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We will be working with people through
coaching and consulting focusing on the
following
1. Idea/Business Screening/Business plan
writing/Expert Review
2. Personal/business website design
3. CAC Registration
4. Video scripting
5. E.T.C

For Enquiries on how we can work together
call or WhatsApp me on any of the following
Nos

+2348076359735 or +2348105636015

Or send email to dayohub@gmail.com
Please, we can only work with very few
Number of people, so if you are interested,
contact us today.
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Note:
Working with you does not guarantee that you
will be selected. A lot of people used our Free Ebook and Professional services in the first and
second, third edition, 4th edition; but we have
recorded just few winners.
After we have done our own part, you still need
to pray and trust God to be selected.

To access any of the services
Call/WhatsApp- 08105636015 or 08076359735
Or send an e-mail to dayohub@gmail.com

“The programme is looking for diverse, transformative, scalable and
sustainable businesses, which factor is social as well as economic
development for Africa.” - Tony Elumelu
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Why am I qualified to work with
you?

In the first Edition of the programme, we had close to 25
winners who worked with us. But my organisation idea
was not selected.
God smiled on us in the 2nd edition, and my organisation
idea was selected.
We also worked with close to 50 people that use our
professional services of business plan writing and the free
explanation e-book to win.
Same for 3rd and 4th edition.
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We also had a lot of people who did not win. You know it
is a competition. When we work with you, you also pray
to God to be selected.

In conclusion, let’s look at the foundation
Timeline and activities. It is a holistic 12 month
programme
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Other products and services
Recommended by
www.dayoadetiloye.com
1. CAC Registration and you get it
within 2-3weeks anywhere in Nigeria.
Price N15,000

2. Personal and Business website
Price between N10,000 – N50,000
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Domain Name
Hosting
Logo
Head banner
5 articles in your Niche
E-book: secrets of Nigeria Millionaire bloggers
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Other books by the Author
1. Unleashing Your Entrepreneurial
Potential
E-book N1000

2. MLM E-Book titled: How to
Recruit and get to the Top in any
Network Marketing N5,000
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To get any of the books
Call/WhatsApp- 08105636015 or 08076359735
Or send an e-mail to dayohub@gmail.com

Business Opportunity
Special Invitation to Join the
Fastest Growing
Telecommunication Business in
Nigeria
Recharge And Get Paid (RAGP) is actually a platform that gives you access
to recharge your phone directly through Virtual Top Up (VTU) whether
MTN, GLO, ETISALAT or AIRTEL.
News flash: there are over 113 million GSM Users in Nigeria. Nigerians
spend between 238Billion to 447.8 Billion Naira on recharge card monthly
and an average of 14Billion Naira daily. For every one hour, about 3 million
Nigerians recharge their phones. With this platform you can also subscribe
for data as well as cable networks like DSTV, GOTV and Star Times.
The good news is that, each time you use this platform, YOU GET PAID!
What this means is:
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•

•

•

Each time you purchase airtime from MTN, AIRTEL, ETISALAT or
GLO, YOU ARE PAID for using the RAGP platform
Each time you subscribe to cable networks like GOTV, DSTV or Star
Times, YOU ARE PAID.
Each time you render any of the above mentioned services either for
friends, family or other people, YOU ARE PAID.

I saw this awesome business opportunity and decided to jump in. Guess
what? It's been an exciting ride ever since! Gone are the days when i would
be in need of airtime or data and can't get it due to circumstances beyond
my immediate control. All I do is simply login to my RAGP account and
recharge and I’m done. No need trying to look for where to buy airtime.
Even if I had to do it my bank online, they don't pay me. So, I choose RAGP
anytime!
Having joined RAGP, I have recharged my phone as well as subscribed
GOTV. The most exciting part is that I did all these from home! That's the
beauty of this business. You sign up with any of the packages as low as
N5,000 and start earning 5 levels deep in your structure while you earn 10
levels deep for the highest package worth N50,000.
Also, when you join RAGP, you enjoy some other mouth-watering benefits
like:
•
•
•

Dubai trip or cash equivalent of N500,000
Kia Picanto or cash equivalent of N1.5m
House grant of N5m

For more information on RAGP and signup, kindly visit
http://rechargeandgetpaid.com or Call or send me a whatsapp chat on
08060779290
This is a game changer in the Telecoms industry in Nigeria.
Join me today and start earning!!!
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Click below to join our WhatsApp Training Group for recharge and get paid

https://chat.whatsapp.com/BrErGo8XRda8caWfFeZTYC

Click the link below to join our WhatsApp
Training group to learn more about Recharge
and get paid:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/BrErGo8XRda8caWfFeZTYC

Or Call / WhatsApp me on 08060779290
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Appreciation

I appreciate Oludare Mudasiru, CEO, Depth Consult for your
great contribution to the initial draft of this work.
I appreciate all my team at DAYO ADETILOYE BUSINESS HUB
(DABH) www.dayoadetiloye.com .
Together, we shall raise millionaires. Thank you very much.
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Speaking
Hire Dayo to Speak at Your Next Event
Contacts

@dayo adetiloye
Adetiloye dayo
Dayoadetiloye@gmail.com

+234-806 077 9290
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REFERENCE
Source: http://www.tonyelumelufoundation.org
https://tefconnect.com
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